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pj VIDDERNE
IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
by Rolf Stang

pA VIDDERNE (ON THE

pA

HEIGHTS)
Poem, in 9 sections, 384 lines
Henrik Ibsen (1828-1906)
set to music as
VIDDERNE*, A MELODRAMA
for Speaker and Orchestra
Frederick Delius (1862-1934)

THE AGE OF THE INDIVIDUAL DAWNS
It was really in the revolutionary turmoil of 1848 that the democratic
principles set in motion by the American and the French Revolutions could first
be seen to have filtered down to the person in the street. The times - across
Europe - could not have been more stimulating for those with a genuine social
conscience and an entire lifetime before them.
Henrik Ibsen was just such a person, young ... then only twenty years old
in 1848. As with all ages of humankind, it was the best of times and the worst
of times. Yet, most notably, at this moment in history, an expectant sense of
readiness for emancipation was in the air, a phenomenon evident in a growing
nationalistic self-awareness. Yet. more importantly to Ibsen was a parallel
phenomenon happening on the private, 'personal' front. The age of the
individual was dawning. Something that would through the next century
become a high priority for not only the average individual, but entire groups.
The black slave and, later, the industrial worker, for instance. It continues:
today, women are demanding their rightful, just. individual place in the sun.
By mid-19th century, pre-emptory church, state, and family hierarchical
practices, along with industry's exploitation of employees, were coming under
sharper criticism by growing numbers of persons. Within the compass of his
life's work, Ibsen would, before long, join with these voices, not to mention
others who come to mind.
Born within one hundrd years of each other, such diverse persons as Charles
Dickens (1812-1870), Susan B Anthony (1820-1906), Friedrich Nietzsche (18451900), Samuel R Gompers (1850-1924), Clara Eisner Zetkin (1857-1933),
Sigmund Freud (1859-1939), and, lastly but actually preceding them alL Mary
Wollstonecraft (1759-97) and William Wilberforce (1759-1825).
[Four decades after young Ibsen, Frederick Delius, coming of age too, was to
react to contemporary social conditions, whether in industry or in the home. He
knew harshness in both at first hand! Beecham reminds us in his funeral
oration for Delius: The England into which Delius was born 75 years before'
instilled a fury in 'the sages Carlyle, Matthew Arnold, Ruskin, [who] raged and
preached against the brutality, inhumanity, and insensibility of that age'.]
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IBSEN, HIS QUEST
Henrik Ibsen, born in 1828 and who died in 1906, created his works with
immense integrity and full-throttle courage. Sent out ihto the world to connect
with a society hopefully ready for them, connect they did - ready or not - and
have had a vitally positive impact since on the life of the ordinary person. We
now take for granted the immense influence for the good on our lives made by
such a person, particularly in terms of self-discovery and emancipation.
Though primarily a playwright, Ibsen spoke through his poems also. From
1858-9 and 1861, we have epic ones that comprise, respectively, a kind of
triptych: On the heights (Pa Vidderne), In the picture gallery, and Terje Vigen, the
first of which the 26-year-old Delius chose in 1888 for musical setting. In
retrospect, quite a wonderful choice, singular statement that it is of the artist
taking on the challenge of achieving unfettered individuality as a creator. But
very ambitious.
Running to no less than 384 lines, On the heights (1859) represents Ibsen's
personal declaration of independence, as Peer Gynt (1866) exemplifies his
breakthrough as an outstanding artist. It was, however, no easy process for
him.
He knew what was in his heart to do! Yet, it was not just a matter of techniqueand-medium that he would have to learn. No, it was the emotional obstacles to
be worked through. It could make one hesitate. Unconsciously, he did. With
good reason.
How was he to steel himself against (or, more organic yet, become indifferent
to) the brutal attempts to censor him that would inevitably come, on the part of
the polite society he criticised? And how was he to protect the spontaneity of his
creative muse from being trampled upon by 'sensible' folks and family, ignorant
of the validity of his artistic purposes? Not so easy that. No, indeed. It meant
having to live in exile. There are parallels with Delius here, it would
seem.
After On the heights, nearly eight years more were to pass before recognition
came with Brand (1865), and, almost, the awaited breakthrough to maturity.
Then, at last, Peer Gynt in 1866. For the works from then on reveal just how Ibsen
succeeded in the quest to integrate personal values and artistic aspirations.
Ibsen's own sojourn on the heights could end. Ibsen's' unwavering life-long
commitment to serving his muse is staggering to think about. Is Delius's
commitment any less so?

THE POEM
On the heights demonstrates a formidable control of style on the surface-level of
Ibsen's story-telling. As we note with an A E Housman or Emily Dickinson,
there is an unswerving desire always to speak simply. In On the heights this
reined-in diction, then, stands dramatically in tense juxtaposition to the deep,
surging, gradually mounting, impassioned resolve underlying the text.
Psychologically speaking, the periodic, cocky tone in On the heights rings
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true. It is a pose all-too-human and meant only to help the protagonist help
himself, a bit of swagger to get him through the fray. Further, the feigned
indifference at his mother's death is a measure of the fierceness of his internal
conflict; of his steadfastness as well, and, having been expressed, effectively
blocks him from ever going back on his commitment. Ibsen felt his characters so
deeply as to bring them forth psychologically true; what they do may surprise us,
but they are authentic. They clearly bear the test of time.
We cannot speak of Ibsen and Delius here without drawing attention to the
composer's subsequent musical interest in Friedrich Nietzsche. Already, in
this piece, the path clearly seems to lead beyond Ibsen's Norwegian heights to
the Nietzschean alps! What a particularly Zarathustrian spirit this protagonist
presents. And the intriguing spectre of the stranger, for instance, dramatically
appearing on the scene as the voice of the unconscious (from whence, possibly,
the idea for 'the voice in the air' in Delius's opera Irm'elin, where the heroine's
own unconscious also speaks to her - as a separate voice).
The 'hunter', as the stranger is called by Ibsen, renders, as alter ego (he has a
dog, the protagonist a gun!), such an important role in the epic poem's outcome.
There is much to be learned from the psychological phenomenon demonstrated
here. One absorbed in the reading of this poem easily comes to think of the On
the heights protagonist as a kind of Zarathustra-as-a-young-man figure. I don't
think this is far-fetched.
Delius was once again to come back to this same kind of modern charactertype, in a much more elaborate manifestation, in his Mass of Life, with its text
drawn from Nietzsche's Also sprach Zarathustra (1883-5), a work in which the
major solo part voices the words of Zarathustra. The possible link between the
two works suggested here is very interesting.

DELIUS AND HIS MUSIC

The music of Delius can speak very well for itself. To appreciate fully what lies in
it, we need to come to his muse aware of his evolved literary identifications and
his notable friends. To gain better perspective, much has been said just now
about Ibsen, his poem, and matters related. We recognise Ibsen's poem was not a
random choice; Delius was drawn to the world of ideas, not to mention attitude,
in the North of Europe, a world of thinkers open to new scholarship and
scientific discovery.
As intense scientific investigation into the natural world accelerated,
revealing the undreamed of complexity of our earth, the universe, and the
breadth of time-scale involved, these Northern thinkers responded with reason.
Rather than reacting to Darwin as a God-profaning monster, for example, with
smug, condescending, automatic reaction (with 'God on their side'), as many
elsewhere had, they felt him to be a reputable man and scholar, who should be
studied at least before being condemned to hell!
The honesty of the daring new 'naturalism' or 'realism' of Ibsen, Nietzsche,
Drachmann, and Jacobsen obviously appealed to Delius. A favourite Delius poet,
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lacobsen (also a botanist). first wrote articles to explain and then came to
translate Darwin's books into Danish (1872-5). Bj0rnson. Strindherg and
Heiberg were. of course. all acquaintances. Further. I suspect in the arena of
contemporary Norwegian thought that his friend. the thinking and articulate
Grieg was a companion of major importance in crystallising ideas. precepts
which could then sink in. before long to re-emerge from the unconscious as
sparks of sure inspiration.
Most definitely not a 'Shepherd. Thy Demeanour Vary' type of poem. On the
heights is dramatic. real (quite frank about sex; remember it was penned in
1859!). and 'Scandinavianly" earnest. With strict limitations in timing to coordinate with the music. Delius's setting of On the heights calls for an exceptional
artist-actor as speaker: not only a conjurer of great emotional range but more
significantly. one with imposing vocal resources. Not surprisingly. as early as
Grieg. concern has been expressed regarding imbalance between speaker
and orchestra in this work. But we must trust Delius: it is a powerful poem
after all.
Delius requires here the attributes of an actor with full-blown. old-fashioned
oratory skills. Ideally. a fully-resonant speaki~g voice like that of a young
Burton. lames Earl lones. Nicol Williamson. or lose Ferrer is needed. A soaring
voice. with thrust gravity. albeit hard to find since the advent of film and
television. (Should the chosen speaker be endowed with all prerequisites save
such a voice or the hall be unusually large. a microphone can be used.)
To conclude. do we not have here in this Ibsen/Delius work. the most ideal
entree imaginable into the art of both men and. also. into that kindred. though
more intricate. world of Nietzsche's Zarathustra? The Ibsen/Delius On the
heights. if not a prelude to A Mass ofL(fe (though assuredly a psychological preecho of that work). provides us with a sturdy stepping stone into the realm of that
great pinnacle in the Delius canon. Listening to the work. a great sense of
pleasure awaits. as one is drawn in by the contagiously exuberant delight the
young Delius clearly took in this. his first musical walk-and-talk in the company
of Zarathustra.
Kommt! Lasst uns jetzo (mit) wandeln!

This is the text of a talk first given in Philadelphia in 1989. and
then repeated. somewhat revised. the following year in New York
for friends and members of the International Norsemen's
Federation
*Pa Vidderne in modern Norwegian is Pa Viddene. with the 'r'
dropped and pronounced 'Poe VID-de-ne' (Poe. as in Edgar Allan
Poe).
So that readers can catch the flavour of this long poem. there follows a
substantial extract from its opening in a new translation by Rolf Stang.
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pj VIDDERNE (ON THE HEIGHTS)
by Henrik Ibsen (1828-1906), translated by R Stang

With knapsack o'er my shoulders slung,
my rifle gripped in hand,
the flu pulled shut, the door-latch strung tied tight, with willow-band,
in, to my aging mom, I stride,
her house stands next to mine, I shake her hand to say - goodbye, 'I'll be back home, first chance . . . " I sigh, 'God's peace ... until such time!'
Then, up the narrow, winding trail,
which veers off toward the wood;
behind me, moonlit fjord and dale
lie dim 'neath misty hood.
And soon I pass my neighbour's farm, where evening's peace abides;
but at the hedge gate sounds disarm,
leaves swirling, hiss in soft alarm;
their coiling soon subsides.
She stood there dressed in linen white;
'Good evening!' spoke the girl,
a sight so lovely, fresh, so bright,
this mountain flow'r, this pearl.
Her eyes smiled into mine, yet, still
they narrowed, as to squint; I laughed with her, and with a will
right at the gate I stood - until
her eyes, now moist, gave hint.
I threw my arm round her waist,
her face grew pink. then paled;
I called her mine, this girl, so chaste,
whose pulse now raced, now failed.
I swore that we - no longer two,
were bound - as one! - But slow! Her eyes - down-turned, peered at her shoe, while round her breast leaves rustled too,
,because she shivered so.
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She pleaded sweetly, I complied, the chatter soon resumed;
my calm a pounding heart belied,
wild impulse sense consumed; I bid so humbly, she stayed mute, yet, walked with me, and thus
from hills did sweetest song upshoot
and gremlins, elves, 'neath leaf and root,
all seem to laugh with us.
The narrow pathway did not fail
to guide up through the weald;
below the moonlit fjord and dale
lay veiled, in haze concealed.
I sat there hot, she tired and still,
out on the cliffs edge high;
we whispered in the night so still, I could not say just then what ill
my brow so burned or why.
I threw my arm around her waist,
she sought my lap to rest, as I embraced my young, sweet maid,
the sprite sang night songs blest.
If dark trolls jeered, as she was mine,
I scarcely now do know; no haunted thoughts did me confine, I sensed but fear, saw beauty fine,
and felt her tremble so.
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The cleft I lay in faced the sun, in golden arch, it flowed;
below deep shadow had begun,
as peaks and glaciers glowed.
The cottage red, my mom's and mine,
from here so clearly shown;
there her life's toil and strife entwined,
to form this spirit fresh, my mind, what more? Alone, God knows!
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SEA DRIFT:
TRIUMPH - OR TRAGEDY?
by Geoffrey Attwell

Not long ago, as winter was having a final outburst of hostility in March, two
blackbirds built a nest in the writer's garden, poor-sheltered, observable through
the kitchen-door window. The she-bird laid four eggs, and settled down to
protect and hatch them, whipped by sleet and bitterly cold winds, only leaving
her post to pick up the crumbs of bread and scraps offat flung near her nest. The
male bird busied himself hunting for further morsels of food to sustain her in
her protracted vigil.
Came the day when it was discovered the nest empty except for the eggs, and
the mother was never seen again. Her mate came to the nest many times,
whistling in vain, while, left vulnerable to attack, the eggs were soon pecked
open.
A re-enactment in a suburban garden of Wait Whitman's poem which
inspired Delius to write Sea Drift, a vivid demonstration of the feelings of regret
roused by an example of nature's wastages.
Tragedy along the shore, grieving loss, love's joys and despair - to which
ingredients of Whitman 's verse Delius stirred in his own imaginative sensitivity
for the world of nature, to produce a choral tone-poem that has as much
relevance today as when it was composed nearly ninety years ago.
There is no malignancy in the score, no great whirlings of tempest, nor
warring elements. Indeed, one might say that nature is presenting an agreeable
face. A walk along the beach, with the sea-wind striking the cheeks with playful
sting, can be an invigorating and enjoyable exercise. Yet beneath the amiable
quilt, an unceasing struggle is going on - for survival. Whitman and Delius
between them bring this to our attention, asking us to reflect upon the eternal
'Why?' of existence and death.
But a musical score needs performance to release the emotions stored within
the bars and bars of notes.
Faint-hearted in their recognition of Delius as an operatic composer, the
English have responded with more enthusiasm to his choral works. Appalachia
had received an early acceptance, and the North Staffordshire Choir gave full
rein to its fervour with its performances of Sea Drift at Hanley and Manchester in
December 1908, following up these with a Queen's Hall, London concert in
February 1909. The London concert particularly had a good press:
'The choral portions of Sea Drift are of a most exacting nature but the North
Staffordshire singers appeared to take delight in its difficulties, and sung with
fine gradations of tone and colour' (Daily Mail)*.
The North Staffordshire singers were triumphant, singing the difficult music as
if it were the familiar Elijah or Messiah' (Daily News)*.
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The 1841 conference of Sunday School teachers at Hull delegated John
Curwen to see if a more simplified system of musical notation could be devised
to help pupils read and sing written music. His investigations led him to Sarah
Ann Glover's invention of using the old names of the gamut the notes of the
scale named-syllables in a hymn of St John:
UT queant laxis REsonare fibris MIra gestorum FAmuli tuorum,
SOlve polluti LAbii reatum, Sancte Iohannes.
CUt' now being 'doh', and 'Si' being the Italian for 'te' or the note B)
Allied to the 'movable doh' to ease the problem of modulation, this eventually
resulted in Curwen's publication of the Grammar of Vocal Music and the
foundation of the Tonic Solfa Association in 1853. The effect of this was to give
the opportunity to thousands of working people to sing together, not only in
unison, but also in parts, music which would otherwise be the exclusive privilege
of a few to perform. Reginald Nettel put it that 'choral prestige rose in three
terraces: first - glees, madrigals and part-songs; second - cantatas; third and
highest - oratorios.'
Within his second level lay such cantatas as A R Gaul's The Holy City (1882),
over which The Queen enthused: 'The work is an honour to English Art, and has
elevated its composer into a place of distinction amongst native musicians.'
These were sung by the choral societies springing up all over the land. The
Huddersfield choir was founded in 1836, while the London-based Royal Choral
Society had been created in 1871.
But the dazzling prospect of singing in Messiah at the Crystal Palace was the
ultimate dream. As Nettel comments: The Messiah was no mere product of
harmony and counterpoint in those days - it was an immaculate conception
... Like the Bible, it was divinely inspired. Its acceptance was not the result of
aesthetic judgement but an act of faith.' The sanctity of the sacred choral opus
seemed unassailable as a vocal form. Enjoyable as it was to sing such works as
Sterndale Bennett's The May Queen (1858), Stanford's The Revenge (1886), and
Sullivan's acclaimed The Golden Legend (1886), there were hardly competitive
with the mighty Messiah and Elijah.
'Most people in those days were out-and-out Handelians and Mendelssohnians - to hear them talk, yet ... their knowledge of Handel was
confined almost solely to the Messiah: wrote Nettel. Such a narrow horizon
existed even to the 1930s, as this writer can recall.
However, during the 1890s, the religious choral work had its predominance
challenged by a greater variety of secular works. Concerts became more
adventurous. Elgar's King Dla/. a setting of Longfellow's verse, received its first
performance at Hanley; the same composer's The Black Knight was first sung
in 1893; while Coleridge-Taylor, of West Indian origin, had the first part of his
Hiawatha trilogy, Hiawatha's Wedding Feast, performed in 1898.
Nettel reported that by 1891, two million children were learning to sing by
the tonic solfa method, and that England was once more 'a nest of singing
birds ... It was in the encouragement of these young singers that the hope of
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of a new school of British music lay'. When they gained adulthood in the first
decade of the new century, it was to them that Delius may be seen to have
turned in his adoption of a fresh musical territory for him - the secular
choral poem - sung by the very people from whom he might have expected
little or nothing.
Said the Musical Times critic: 'Delius is in the forefront of the movement
that has of late years altered the character of choral music, but even he fails
to reconcile the new ideas with the capabilities of the human voice, and the
range of intelligence of the average choralist.' No wonder he wound up his note
on the choir's contribution to the performance of Sea Drift with the word
'miraculous'.
To the singers taking part in the first performance of Sea Drift in England in
1908, experienced as they were in Handelian flights of semiquavers and the
dramatic choruses of Elijah, the description of the sea-birds' nest and eggs
probably presented a strange style of narrative. Moving independently, the four
parts of the chorus each seem to view the same scene from a different angle of
vision, as if they were standing well apart, yet with every eye focused upon the
centre of interest:
Upon this sea-shore in some briers
Two feathered guests from Alabama,
Two together.
Three ideas combine to evoke the seascape that opens Sea Drift. The
introductory sequence of two-bar phrases commencing upon a harmony of E
major with its added sixth - the opening chord is actually C sharp minor may be seen to represent the spaciousness of the stretching ocean. Moving in
descent come legato crotchets that resemble the rippling waves that are breaking
gently upon the sandy beach, while below these co~cepts the basses alternate,
somewhat Beethoven-like, between perfect and diminished fifths, suggestive of
the barely discernible swells of the sea, the whole a subtle compound of major
and minor modes. This is Whitman's Paumanok, mirrored in a sensitive boy's
eyes as they watch the continuing wonder of approaching birth.
Starting from fish-shape Paumanok where I was born,
Well-begotten, and rais'd by a 'perfect mother.
as he wrote in another poem. The text Delius employed were verses from the
poem that begins:
Out of the cradle endlessly rocking,
Out of the mocking-bird's throat, the musical shuttle,
Out of the Ninth-month midnight,
Over the sterile sands and the fields beyond, where the child
leaving his bed wander'd alone, bareheaded, barefoot ...
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The poet distinguishes between the observing boy's description of his patient
watchfulness and the male bird's own commentaries by the use of italic print of
the latter. So that when the soloist sings of 'cautiously peering, absorbing,
translating', the last word takes on a special significance for the succeeding
choral passage beginning: 'Shine! Shine! Pour down your warmth, great sun!'
which is an interpretation of the bird's prayer to the Giver of Life. Rhapsodic in
their exhilarating enjoyment of being alive, through the medium of choral
voices, the birds thrill to the heedlessness of time, singing 'we two keep
together'.
But now the baritone soloist, representing the young observer, tells of the time
when the she-bird disappears, and how her mate wheels back and forth 'all
summer ... flitting from brier to brier', searching, this 'solitary guest from
Alabama'. 'Blow! Blow!' breathes the chorus, and in a passage evocative of the
sea-winds, it calls for the winds to blow along Paumanok's lonely shore.
An abrupt change of tonality from F to a cleverly disguised form of A at fig. 12
(vocal score) commences the soloist's long narrative that will be sung almost
continuously to the end of the work. First, he sings of how the boy watched the
lonely bird as it called upon its mate. There is a connecting thread of sound that
could well be the 'slapping waters', the repetitive minim-crotchet figure that
accompanies the singer in his first eighteen bars.
At fig. 13 another pictorial impression is written, suggestive of the shore at
night in its constant flow of triplet crotchets in the accompaniment as the· boy
listened: 'I, with bare feet a child, the wind wafting my hair'. (cl the opening
lines of 'Out of the cradle': 'where the child leaving his bed wander'd alone,
bareheaded, barefoot'.) The passage from figs. 14 to 18 is one of increasing
tension within the emotions. The bird entreats its mate to respond to its
passionate call. 'Surely you must know who is here, you must know who 1 am.
my love!' Greatly moved, the chorus cannot but help add its own appeaL as if all
the creatures of the beach are sharing the solitary bird's anguish. But there is no
returning, and the soloist, now adopting the male bird's emotions instead of
the boy's, can only sing 'But my mate no more with me! We two together no
more!'
Such was the challenge of this poetry to the sensitive Delius, that he saw
revealed in the lines an aural richness hardly perceived by others. Thus that
most hackneyed. yet so beautiful word 'love' took on an exquisite significance
near the end of the work, the soloist singing 'loved' over and over again in a
passage that reaches the last figure, no 25 (p.38 vocal score). But the effect upon
those listeners at the English premiere in the Sheffield FestivaL not long before
the Hanley performance, was hardly encouraging. The Musical Times reviewer
wrote that 'on that occasion it was received dubiously. mainly, we venture to say,
because its apparent formlessness and strange choral and orchestral idioms did
not square with the preconceived ideas of the audience.'
While even a warmly praising review of the Hanley concert had a somewhat
qualifying note of approval for the composer's efforts: There may be differences
of opinion as to the means by which Mr Delius obtains certain effects'
(Staffordshire Sentinel).
In a footnote to his description of the 1909 London performance, Mr Nettel
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gives a hint of at least one difficulty the singers faced in Sea Drift and the Mass of
Life: 'In addition, both works had to be transcribed into tonic solfa notation.' A
short phrase written for the altos and basses: 'Do not be decoyed elsewhere' (p.33
vocal score), transcribed into
6/4 f:m :m.m re :- : re re :r:de
might well 'have caused them to blink.
Sea Drift has not become easier to sing with the passing of time, however
choirs have become accustomed to the challenges presented them by composers
of the twentieth century. Although, the introductory bars of 'Once Paumanok,
when the lilac scent was in the air and the fifth month grass was growing' were
probably read at sight at the work's first rehearsal without much difficulty, the
second basses particularly feeling they were on familiar ground with tonics,
subdominants and dominants (p.4 VS).
But whether it was only the moon that was lagging in the passage beginning
with the altos' entry on page 23 of the vocal score, is a matter on which we may
only guess. The sopranos and tenors, briefly married only to part on the very
word 'love', the altos with their off-beat interjections, the basses descending by
probably uncertain semitones - surely the choir must have realised that Delius
was an innovator making unexpected demands of his choral interpreters.
By the time the heart of this lament is reached, the choir singing
unaccompanied, except by the baritone soloist, every performer must have
perceived that here are words of such intense longing, that to put them to song is
like an outpouring of anguish in sympathy for a friend's loss of some dearly
loved one.

o

rising stars,
Perhaps the one I want so much will rise with some of you.
o throat! 0 trembling throat!
Sound clearer through the atmosphere!
Pierce the woods, the earth!
Somewhere listening to catch you must be the one I want.
Unfortunately, rehearsals being so often what they are, with emphasis on
acquiring good choral tone, accuracy of pitch, rhythms, nuances, gradations of
volume, all in a strictly limited amount of time, the spirit of such a passage can
easily become swamped. Only the sensitivity of a conductor's hands and baton,
the grief he too feels, perhaps because he can recall the black moment of a loved
one's death - then the music becomes not so much a smooth sequence of
chords and flow of notes, but a prayer we all know cannot be answered in this
world.
Those are the shadows ofleaves,' sighs the choir. How important it is for such
a passage to be thoroughly known, as certain as if the pianissimo notes were the
framework of a familiar hymn tune, yet sung as if each rendering is the
reflection of a new, illuminating understanding.
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'Since by man came death.' Ah, the choir could sing that from their Messiah
without even looking at the score. But 'the shadows of leaves' (p.35 VS) are
unfortunately made more shadowy by uncertainty.
Comes the final disconsolance, voiced by the baritone soloist:

o Past!

0 happy life!
songs of joy!
In the woods, over field,
Loved!

o

A pentatonal melody adds its own plaintive air of sorrow to accompany the
singer as he reminds himself he is to be a lone wanderer for the rest of his life:
'But my mate no more with me. We two together no more: he grieves. 'No more!'
echo the sopranos and altos. 'No more!' sigh the tenors and basses. That last
page of Sea Drift is one of the most poignant in the whole of music.
Neville Cardus wrote in Talking ofMusic that 'it is not enough for a composer
merely to make a noise like water; he must add poetry. He must add personal
vision to his view of objective reality.' He then notes that 'the most vivid sea
pictures have been written by men who have lived mainly on the Continent of
Europe, in cities; sedentary men who probably trembled at a Channel
crossing.'
Not so Delius, who had experienced Atlantic, Channel and North Sea
voyages. So his music heaves and swells at the opening and closing of Sea Drift
in the same key ofE from first hand knowledge of the sea. the double basses with
their rising of fifths, perfect and diminished, symbolic of the ocean's unceasing
motion and steadily beating heart.
And such is the emotion that Delius expressed. one cannot help wondering if
he, also, observed at some time. perhaps on the Yorkshire moors, beside the
River Dan. or in Florida. or in his French garden, a bereft bird calling vainly for
its mate. Who weeps at the passing of a bird? Poets and artists sometimes do. But
what of their interpreters?
We are told that 'at the Hanley performance of Sea Drift, and a subsequent
performance where Delius appeared, the North Staffordshire singers went wild
with delight' (R Nettel). Such enthusiasm is a cause for rejoicing. But was the
spontaneous outburst of laudatory applause also partly due to the involuntary
release of intense emotion felt during the singing? That there was an element of
weeping in the cheers?
It is to be hoped this was so. For it is difficult to sound that last 'No more!' with
a lump in your throat. As some of us know.

*R

Nettel, Music in the Five Towns, OUP 1944. p.IOO.
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DELIUS SOCIETY VISIT TO
GREZ-SUR-LOING
6 TO 8 SEPTEMBER 1991

by Brian Radford
A quite memorable visit by members of the Society to Delius's old home at
Grez-sur-Loing was surely the highlight of the year for those fortunate enough
to get away. It was the culmination of correspondence between Jonathan
Maddox and Mr Jean Merle d'Aubigne who now lives in the house with his
charming son and daughter, Charles and Aurelia, and it will be remembered as
a 'red letter' event by all who participated.
Most of the British contingent met in York Way, adjacent to King's Cross
Station in London, at the early hour of7 a.m. on Friday 6 September, to join the
coach that was to take us to the Ury Novotel, near Fontainebleau, where we
arrived at 7 p.m. French time after a long road journey and a Channel crossing
from Dover to Boulogne aboard the P & 0 ferry The Pride of Canterbury.
The journey was relieved by much good-humoured banter, with some
members brushing up on their French whilst more serious-minded ones dipped
into their various tomes on Delius as we passed through mile after mile of
beautiful but sparsely populated countryside. Once inside the hotel, after
freshening up in our rooms, we all assembled for dinner, joining other members
who had travelled under their own steam.
Ron Kirkman, who had greatly assisted Jonathan in making the hotel and
other arrangements, had travelled from Geneva, HansPeter Dieterling had
travelled from near Cologne with his wife Annegrete, whilst others had
journeyed by car from England. Derek Cox and his companion, Shelagh
Raczynska, had come from deepest Gloucestershire to meet us at the hotel.
A somewhat drawn-out though satisfying hotel meal was concluded quite
late, and most members retired to bed, except for those with great stamina who
retired to the bar to chat until the early hours.
Saturday dawned bright and clear, and after a hearty breakfast, the coach
filled up and soon departed for Grez. Upon arrival at the outskirts of the village,
our excellent coach driver managed to squeeze the vehicle through the very
narrow streets, arriving outside the former Delius house without mishap, and
attracting only a few incredulous stares from members of the indigenous
population.
Once at the house, several members of the party left the coach, wishing to
spend the whole day in Grez, and then we were off again through the village,
turning left across the modern bridge at the far end and making a detour to
Moncourt and the inn by the canal side where Philip Heseltine, Eric Fenby,
Alden Brooks and Matthew Smith used to meet on occasions to discuss (and
argue about) music and partake of the local vintage.
Then it was on to Fontainebleau via the excellent Forest roads, and we were
reminded of the fact that towards 1820 the top nature painters installed themselves
at Barbizon to capture on canvas the scenic delights of this part of France.
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In due course the magnificent residence used by successions of French kings
and emperors since the 12th century came into view and we all left the coach to
spend a couple of hours or so either going round the 'grands appartements' of
the palace or the extensive and beautiful gardens and lake.
Then, aboard the coach once more, we were off, retracing our steps, but by a
more direct route, back to Grez-sur-Loing where this time we made a more
dignified entry along the much wider main street from the Marlotte direction to
pull up outside the former Delius residence.
Stepping through the entrance porch and into the garden was a magical and
memorable experience. It was an idyllic summer's day, a bright blue sky
overhead, and the garden in front of us, clearly at its best, with neat lawns and
with the flower beds full oflate summer blooms, providing splashes of different
bright and iridescent colours in gorgeous array.
But the most lasting impression was the magical sound of Delius's The Walk to
the Paradise Garden which filled the air. It was a very emotional moment, for
what could be more appropriate than to hear the Beecham recording of the
piece in the very place where Delius had composed some of his best music in an
inspired outpouring of his creative spirit. I must admit that I personally was very
moved, and, despite having visited the home on previous occasions, just stood
where I was, as did others, until the piece finally came to a close. Our grateful
thanks to our host, Jean Paul Merle d'Aubigne, for arranging this most
appropriate and touching welcome.
When we were assembled, the Chairman, Rodney Meadows, took up a place
in the centre of the garden terrace, and the rest of the company positioned
themselves around its edge facing the house to listen to the Chairman's
dissertation on its history during the time that Frederick and Jelka Delius lived
there, and the changes that have taken place since. Thanks to a complete video
recording of the event made by Roger Buckley, I am able to provide a transcript
both of what the Chairman said on that historic occasion and of the response
from our host.
Rodney Meadows began by saying that several members had felt that, as there
were gaps in everyone's knowledge, someone should speak about the house to
the assembled company, and he invited anyone present to contribute if that
person wished to add to what he himself had to say. He continued:
This house was bought by Jelka Delius in May 1897. Delius came here
in 1897, first as a week-end guest, then as a kind oflodger, and in 1903 he
married her at the Marie which is just beyond the church. There were
interruptions during the First War when they sealed off all the wine down
at the bottom of the garden with piles of wood because the Germans were
getting too close for comfort, and they left the house. They lived here, then,
until 1934. Delius died in 193( Mrs Delius in 1935.
The house in its latter days belonged to Balfour Gardiner. The
Deliuses were almost throughout their life short of money. They had bad
[Facing] The Delius Society party assembled in front of Delius s former home at
Grez-sur-Loing.
[Photo: Hans Peter Dieterling]
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luck with investments in Germany, with copyright and various other
things. To assist them Balfour hit upon the device of buying the house and
then allowing them to live in it. So when they died, it was Balfour
Gardiner's house and it had been his intention that it should be a kind of
Delius memorial house. But there was the unsavoury dispute over the
Delius will whereby Beecham managed to get the last will of Delius's
disallowed and the very early will by Delius made the valid one. At the end
of this dispute Balfour Gardiner, who had been the executor of his latest
will, was so disenchanted with the whole thing that he wanted no more to
do with it, and he put the house up for sale. The house was bought by
Madame Merle d'Aubigne in 1936.
Now, let me just indicate to you as best I can, the house as it was. The
main, the very drastic alterations, have taken place on the first floor.
Originally over the entry here, through the archway, was the room
occupied by the German nurse, and then the music room was, roughly,
where those two windows were, one shuttered and one not, and Eric
Fenby's room was beyond that.
This has been completely revamped and of course it has been turned
into family bedrooms, which is understandable. Delius's room was up on
the first floor, and down below is the living room which is very similar to
what it was. This is the room where Fenby entered and was confronted by
Delius sitting - as Fenby says - like a Roman Cardinal, and Delius said,
'Come in, come in, Fenby. I'm glad to see you.'
So as you come in through the door here, you are really seeing that
scene again, and from one of the old photographs you will see that the
doorway is virtually unaltered, even to the extent of this little aperture here
... a kind of ventilation to the cellar.
What is. there left of Delius's here? Very little, I'm sorry to say.
When we had our first visit here in 1965, we went down to the bottom of
the garden and - joy of joys - Fenby said, 'Aha! Delius's boat: And
there was the boat. So being the people we were, we said, 'We must take
the boat out', which we did - and it started to leak. Half the committee
were rowing and the other halfwere bailing out! We considered ourselves
very much the better for the experience and departed in great form. On
our second visit Madame Merle d'Aubigne herself was here, and we told
her how wonderful it had been to go out in the Delius boat, and she said
that when she took over the house, the boat was a complete wreck. She had
a replica made of it, exactly as it was. So history bites the dust again! But
there is still the race. Eric Fenby went and bought it in Namours. It's a wire
device for catching fish. God willing it'll still be there. [It was.]
Eric Fenby has gone into print that the first time he came back, after he
left Grez in 1935, was with Ken Russell with a view to making the BBC
film. But this is not so. He first came back with us. I am sure of this
because it was in the car going down to Dover that he told of his first
meeting with Ken Russell. None of Song ofSummer, the Ken Russell film,
was made here. Russell came here with Fenby and said it was unsuitable.
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The film was made in Surrey.
We came here in 1965 and I have never seen Eric Fenby so upset - not
only at the changes in the house but at the disappearance ofMrs Delius's
lovely flowers, a large number of them wild, dug from the field out the
back there. It was only after a great deal of time and on our second visit
that he was reconciled to the changes. But we have to use our common
sense here. This is a house, it is not a museum.
I am sure you have all read Delius as I knew him, and in it his account of
the .music room and of his own room. I will just read you what he says
about the music room: 'To the end of my days in Grez I never fully
overcame that unpleasant feeling in the music room. Sometimes when
I've been hundreds of miles away I've suddenly remembered it and
shuddered. I cannot understand it at all.'
Everyone coming into a house wants to make changes, and a house like
this had to be changed. It had to be either a house or a museum, and we are
supremely lucky that it was purchased by Madame Merle d'Aubigne who
has been very kind to us over the years on our visits. I think she has
perhaps been more kind than she should have been. I know she is
pestered - and I'm sure Mr Jean is as well - by casual visitors who turn
up without notice, some of them probably saying they are members of the
Delius Society when they are not, and it really is a question of how far
courtesy can extend. But we have been grateful over the years, and we are
very very grateful to Jean for today's visit which is absolutely
marvellous.
Jonathan Maddox has received a letter from Eric Fenby and I'm sure
you'll all wish to hear it.
My dear members of the Delius Society,
I am thrilled to welcome you here through the kindness of the
d'Aubigne family, for there is no house in the world that can match
this house for the memories it holds for me of the years it was my
privilege to share Delius's life here.
Think of all the glorious music he wrote here in his own hand,
and the remarkable music he dictated to me upstairs in what in
those days was his music-room.
Alden Brooks, the American novelist - his neighbour for a lifetime next door over the garden wall, used to say, 'Fenby, you'll never
be the same again after living here. There's something about Grez
that gets you in the end. People who have lived here always come
back.'
Unfortunately, I have been back in perspn all too rarely, but
never a day passes but I am there in spirit. I can never think of
Delius elsewhere but Grez. Surely his spirit must haunt the
place!
I am equally sure that each of you here will never forget this
special day in the life of the Delius Society. Rowena and I are so
very sorry that we are unable to share it with you.
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Mter a short contribution from John Bird, giving his thoughts particularly in
relation to Delius's genius and his links with Percy Grainger, Jean Merle
d'Aubigne responded:
This has been perfect. First I would like to welcome to the former house
of Delius the members of the Delius Society that come today. I must say
that the weather has so much helped because it is perfectly blue and drywaiting for you because it has not changed since the beginning of July.
Just back from the Alps four days ago, I want to thank my daughter
Aurelia and my son Charles for their help in transforming relatively a
jungle. I must say that I am a little proud but especially - and mostly happy to make the Delius Society able to hear the music of Delius where it
was composed, and to show a painting by Jelka in the atelier where it had
been painted.
Finally, we must have a special thought for Eric Fenby who is really
present amongst us today, and also my mother who has done a lot for the
house and the garden and also for the members of the Delius Society.
Regarding what has been changed and what has been transformed in the
salons, I must say the garden - and especially the garden in spring - is
really the garden made by Delius. I hope you will come back in spring
when there are millions of daffodils and other flowers.
Welcome!
The whole party applauded our host at this point as a gesture of appreciation,
and later in the afternoon Diane Eastwood presented him with a large bunch of
gladioli. Mter the speeches, the assembled company gathered on the terrace for
a group photograph taken by Hans Peter Dieterling befDre separating to tour the
garden and participate in guided tours of the whole house which Jean PauL his
son and his daughter conducted at regular intervals. Those waiting were able to
partake of fruit juice and light refreshments generously provided by our host,
augmented by grapes from his vines.
A display of photographs had been assembled by Jean PauL together with
some correspondence relating to the memorial plaque to Fredrick and Jelka
now mounted on the outside wall of the house facing the street. It emerged that
the first plaque, manufactured by a firm in England, had been insecurely
attached to the wall and had been blown down in a gale, the fall onto the
roadway below chipping it badly. From the correspondence it was clear that the
firm's response to the damage was to allege that it had been caused by stones
thrown at it! Had the firm in question known Grez, they may well not have come
to that conclusion.
As to the tours of the house, every single room was thrown open and the
former and current uses explained. There had been a major alteration to the
house since Delius's time by the provision of a long corridor running along the
front of the house towards the eastern end, and accessed from a new landing
Shortly after arrival. members take in details ofthe house and garden [Photo: Brian

Radfordpart]
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part way up the stairs from the living room. The stairs themselves were
originally built in a single sweep to the first floor landing, off which is the
door to what was Delius's bedroom. However, a concealed interconnecting door
was revealed to us, from the earlier layout, which led directly to the music
room where Delius did his composing and which is now divided into two
smaller bedrooms.
The room that Dr Eric Fenby occupied during his time as amaneunsis now no
longer exists as such, and a flight of steps covered in vines now leads down from
a balcony on the garden side of the house at the eastern end onto the terrace
below.
In the other direction we were shown through Delius's bedroom and into the
west wing, now turned into two bedrooms, and on into Jelka's former studio or
atelier where, passing through the double doors which she used as a palette to try
out colours, and which are still almost as fresh as the day she painted them, we
reached the studio proper with its magnificent large east-facing window light.
Here our host had arranged another surprise, for, hanging on the wall alongside
the studio window, was one of Jelka's country scene paintings signed by herself
and executed in her usual delicate range of pastel colours. Mr Merle d'Aubigne
had borrowed it specially from the Marie where it is normally kept. What a
splendid touch!
Back in the garden, several small groups of members were taking their ease in some cases a quiet nap - whilst others gravitated past the pond, complete
with decoy ducks, and on beneath the row of now very tall trees, down to the edge
of the River Loing. Here several members nervously edged to the end of a
somewhat unsteady landing stage from which Roger Buckley bravely launched
himself into the family rowing boat where, in company with Hans Peter
Dieterling, he was gently, if precariously, rowed upstream by former'college
oarsman Jonathan Maddox to the highly decorated and well-preserved mill
there. As they reached mid-stream without sinking, it was clear that two
members of the party were determined to prove themselves equal to the
energetic and Spartan exertions of Percy Grainger when he was at Grez and
plunge into the icy waters! I cannot find a reference to Grainger so doing! Henry
Giles edged nervously into the water until his body had become used to the
shock of the chilly waters, but once fully immersed, he kicked out and swam
across the river, whereupon Michael Green was also encouraged to venture in,
this time with a splendid dive which was captured on film.
By this time people were venturing away from the house to a tour of the village
itself, looking particularly into the 'Bar de la Terrasse' in search of the famous
'Deslius' [sic] postcard (alas, sold out!), or onto the bridge, now fully restored
from its damaged condition caused during the second world war by overzealous resistance personnel blowing it up in the belief that the Germans were
coming down the road to enter the village. Beyond the bridge itself some
members walked upstream along by the riverside and looked in upon Delius's
former water meadows which face the garden and house (largely hidden from
view) across the river.
All too soon it was time to pay a last visit to the garden where we
reassembled in the early evening to await the coach to take us back to the
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Hans Peter Dieterling and Roger Buckley being rowed upstream by Jonathan
[Photo: Brian Radford]
Maddox
hotel. It had been a really excellent visit, and Mr Jean and his family had clearly
gone to great lengths to ensure that all of us had many happy memories to take
back with us. How very fortunate we were that he was prepared to open up the
house and garden for the day and make us all feel so welcome.
Returning by coach to the hotel, we all refreshed ourselves in preparation for
the Society dinner to be held later that evening with Jean Merle d'Aubigne and
his daughter Aurelia as our guests.
Sunday morning saw the main party all up bright and early for breakfast in
order to leave the hotel at 9 a.m. for the long drive back. to the coast. After
another group photograph, we said our good-byes to those travelling home by
other routes, and set
pausing for a lunch break at Amiens. The boat sailed
from Calais at 6.15 p.m. and we arrived at Kings Cross Station (after a journey
with some deviations because of traffic hold-ups) at 9.15 p.m.
Our grateful thanks must go to Mr Jean Merle d'Aubigne for his generous
hospitality, to Jonathan Maddox for all the hard work he did in making all the
excellent arrangements, and to Ron Kirkman for the assistance he gave to
Jonathan to ensure that all our needs were clearly understood. A final thankyou to our driver Malcolm, of Tates Coaches, for the excellent way that he
coped not only with the driving but also with the reassembling of the party at
various times during the week-end. For the record the party consisted of the following: John Bird, Roger and Elizabeth Buckley, Una Carter, Mike Cheadle, Paul
Chennell, Arnold and Margaret Crowe, Derek Cox, Hans Peter and Annegrete
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Dieterling, Diane Eastwood, Wyn Evans, Henry Giles, Michael Green,
Raymond Harvey, John and Betty Herbert, Bernard Howell, Bernard Johnson,
Louis and Mary Jones, Ron Kirkman, Dick Kitching, Michael Lester, Jan
MacPherson, Jonathan and Catherine Maddox, George Manchester, Rodney
Meadows, GaiI Meredith, David Neal. Tony and Ruth Noakes, Shelagh
Raczynska, Brian and Jo Radford, Peter Ratcliffe, Jose Rialp, Peter and Eileen
Frank
Roberts, David and Susan Tall, Martin and June Taylor, Eileen
and Frances Wilson, and Stewart and Jean Winstanley.

Chairman Rodney Meadows, with Jean Merle d’Aubigne and his daughter Aurelia as
guests of the Delius Society at dinner on Saturday evening.
[Photo: Hans Peter DieterlingJ
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MIDLANDS BRANCH REPORT
PERCY GRAINGER AS PIANIST
A talk by John Bird

19 October 1991

At recent Branch meetings we have had programmes devoted to various pianists
of the 'golden age'. We intentionally omitted any reference to Percy Grainger in
the hope - now realised - that John Bird would devote a talk exclusively to
him.
In the event we were privileged to hear recordings of Grainger playing Bach,
Chopin, Debussy, Grieg, Guion (Turkey in the Straw), Schumann, Stanford
(Grainger's arrangement of Maguire's Kick), and Grainger's own One more day.
myJohn. The most obvious characteristics ofGrainger's playing as shown by the
examples played were a rhythmic liveliness and freshness with no suggestion of
academic pedantry. There was also plenty of power and poetry together with
excitement in the performances.
The recordings showed that Grainger deserves to rank among such pianists
as PaderewskL Cortot and Hoffmann as one of the great pianists of the first half
of this century. One of the most outstanding performances played was the last
movement of Chopin's B minor Sonata which is possibly the most exciting I
have heard. In a letter to Karen Holten (his 'playmate beyond the hills') dated 25
December 1911, he says: 'Chopin's B minor Sonata is quite enchanting, but I
think it is too difficult for me to play publicly' 1. He had clearly overcome its
difficulties entirely by 1925 when the recording was made.
In fact, Grainger always loathed public performance: 'I am more afraid of
playing in public than of anything in the world' 2. Branch members will be
interested to learn that Grainger played in Derby on 14 October 1907 and wrote
to his mother on that date: 'I had really a ripping reception at tonights concert
encores on 4th & 3rd recalls Up to now the tour has cost me only one shilling'
[sic].3
I think I can say that John Bird received 'a really ripping reception' following
his talk, and this was followed by a ripping repast prepared by Wyn Evans
during which we had an opportunity to inspect the archive material that John
had put on display relating to Grainger's pianistic activities.
Richard Kitching

1. ed. Kay Dreyfus, The Farthest North of Humanness: Letters of Percy Grainger
1901-14, Macmillan 1985, p.440.
2. John Bird, Percy Grainger, Paul Elek 1976, p.243.
3. Dreyfus, op. cit., p.149.
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L'HEURE DE L'ABSINTHE
by Christopher Redwood

Those who know their Delius will recognise the above title as that supplied by
the composer to one of a group of 1898 sketches for Paris: the song ofa great city
(see Beecham p.85 and Rachel Lowe p.150). It is quite possible that such a subtitle is quite without significance, but at the same time it is fascinating to
speculate whether Delius was himself an absinthe drinker. If so, he would have
been taking one of the strongest liqueurs ever made, and one whose production
has consequently been illegal for many years, as a recent history of the drink
reveals.*
If Delius did indulge it would not be surprising, although it then seems odd
that he did not use the more colloquial term for the drinking hour, l'heure verte
(from the colour of the concoction). His friend Gauguin was accustomed to
helping another friend, Van Gogh, home after a surfeit of the liqueur, to which
he had been introduced by Toulouse-Lautrec. Van Gogh is reported to have
been under its influence when he cut off his ear, as is Verlaine when he shot his
lover. Not only Van Gogh painted a canvas entitled The Absinthe Drinker (a selfportrait, naturally), but so did Manet (his was rejected by the Paris Salon in 1859
on the grounds of the depravity of its subject) and Degas (his caused a furore
when exhibited in London in 1893).
What is so special about this liqueur? Primarily its strength. At 136° proof(i.e.
nearly 70% alcohol) it must have been one of the most potent drinks ever sold
commercially. As a direct result of the havoc it wreaked among addicts its
manufacture was outlawed, first in Switzerland (where it originated) in 1907 and
then in France during the First World War. In 1910 the annual consumption had
reached twenty million litres.
Tasting of liquorice, its main ingredient was wormwood, a bitter herb
mentioned numerous times in the Bible (usually in conjunction with gall) and
in Shakespeare. Other herbs added included hyssop, fenneL anise, badiane and
angelica, and the resulting liquor was capable of inducing epileptic fits; indeed,
it was poisonous if sufficient quantity was imbibed. There is a certain irony in
the fact that much of its popularity in France stemmed from the fact that it was
issued to the army in the 1840s to prevent fever in the Algerian war, while its
banning in that country was largely due to the same army blaming it for a lack of
success in World War One.
Evidence suggests that Delius tasted most of the pleasures of Paris in the 1880s
and 1890s, and one of them left a permanent mark. Perhaps we should be
grateful that another did not add the damage it caused to some of his
contemporaries.

*

Absinthe: history in a bottle by Barnaby Conrad III (Chronicle Books, San Francisco),
£13.95.
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BOOK REVIEW
A History of Music and Dance in Florida. 1565-1865, by Wiley L Housewright.
Tuscaloosa & London: University of Alabama Press, 1991. 494 pp. $49.50.
No loyal Delian, presumably, would shed copious tears for lulius Delius, whose
hopes of passing the family wool business on to one of his sons were shattered,
first when Ernst opted for sheep-farming in Australia, and later when Fritz
proved obstinate enough to prefer an even more dubious career, that of
professional musician. There have been moments, however, when I feel a trace
of sympathy for the old gentleman - sympathy diluted by amusement. For it
seems to me from particular details of biography piled up in the past and by
recent scholarship climaxed by Lionel Carley's two-volume Delius: A Life in
Letters, that the father's best efforts, far from weakening Fritz's resolve, helped
confirm it.
Now another scholarly work is in print, not about Delius but making it clear
that setting Fritz up as an orange-grower in Florida instead of isolating him
from musical influence located him in the American state with the oldest music
history and a population familiar with music as a major element of existence.
This review of that new book is by one who has been a loyal Delian since joining
the Delius Society in the summer of 1962 while engaged in Delius research in
London. I have often regretted that none of the invited British participants at the
annual Delius Festivals in lacksonville has ever made a side-trip to Tallahassee
to seek enlightenment there about Florida's musical past from the individual
best able to report it. Perhaps this book, a joy to read, will have the desirable
effect of acquainting overseas visitors with that prime source of information, if
contact in person is not feasible.
Let me admit at once that I am a close friend of Wiley Housewright, as his
colleague on the faculty of Florida State Uni~ersity from 1947 until I retired and
left the state in 1965. I further admit entertaining some doubt about his venture
into research scholarship, for he owes his substantial reputation not to a
formidable list ofscholarly publications but rather to his major achievements as
a music educator - as a long-term director of the University Singers, as Dean of
the University's School of Music from 1966 until his recent retirement, and as
effective member (and eventual president, 1968-70) of the Music Educators
National Conference, comprising music teachers at every level in the nation, in
both private and public schools and universities.
What prompted Housewright, then, to turn late in his career to a project
requiring considerable research? He tells us why in the opening sentence of
his brief Preface: 'The reluctance of Florida historians to write on social or
cultural history and the echoing silence of music historians about the earliest
European music made in what is now the United States caused me to undertake
this study.' Once I was well into this book I could appreciate how much effort
had gone into it. The notes for the twelve chapters total more than 650, and
the bibliography exceeds 800 titles. The research took Housewright to all the
twenty-odd libraries of significance in Florida and to such others as the
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Library of Congress and National Archives in Washington and the major
repositories, both public and private, in New York, Philadelphia, Boston and
Nassau, with the British Library among his overseas sources.
The term 'earliest European music' in the Preface may puzzle some readers,
including Americans living further north who forget, if they ever knew, that the
nation's oldest permanent settlement was not Jamestown in Virginia, founded
(by the English) in 1607, but St Augustine in Florida, forty-two years older. Even
before 1565, as evidenced by the documents Housewright examined, the
retinues of Spanish explorers commonly included priests trained in responsive
singing and one or two instrumentalists. To their European music (the first
heard in America) the local tribesmen responded with music of their own, but
their songs and the primitive instruments accompanying them struck the
newcomers as very crude. In sharp contrast, the dancing of the native
Americans greatly impressed the Spaniards, who had never before seen such
intricate patterns. It may be regretted that neither the music nor the dancing of
those Indians can any longer be experienced in Florida because most of the
tribes have long since been removed bodily to areas farther west.
As might be expected, Housewrighfs early chapters are brief, the first three
needing only forty-two pages for the music of the Indians and the early Spanish
and French adventurers. Successive chapters are steadily longer, culminating in
treatment of the Civil War period with more than fifty pages, probably of
greatest potential interest to readers of The Delius Society Journal because-it most
closely approaches the time Fritz Delius arrived in Florida. Much has been
made of the singing of the black workers at his orange grove, as providing an
uncommon musical influence on Fritz and complementing the instruction in
musical technique provided by Thomas Ward. The emphasis on that singing
conveys the impression, which I now view as unfortunate, that it was the only
singing of that sort that Fritz could have heard and the sole source of his
awareness that such music existed in Florida.
I confess to having contributed to that notion of Solano Grove's central
influence on music Delius later composed, in my 1971 article 'Delius in
America' reprinted inA Delius Companion (1975). But in that article I also gave a
detailed account of the rich and varied musical life in Jacksonville, about
thirty miles downriver from Solano Grove, and of Fritz's share in it - making
numerous friends including Ward, advertising in local newspapers as a violin
teacher, and, for a soiree at a local hotel, playing two violin pieces and
singing in a male quartet. But there was music interest even closer to Solano
Grove, for neighbours along the east bank of the St John River included not
only Jutta Bell, who shared Fritz's keen interest in music, but other European
transplants for whom music was one element of 'the good life'. For as
Housewright discovered through his research, Florida in the late 1880s could
well be described as a veritable hotbed of music. As an attractive young
Englishman, Delius would have been - and I'm inclined to think, actually was eagerly welcomed by Floridians of the sort Housewright describes as loving
those house parties with their copious wining and dining, singing and dancing,
and private concerts. If Fritz wrote nothing about such socialising in his
letters home, it could well have been because he would not have wanted his
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parents or sisters to think he was paying too little attention to his oranges. Did he
ever even mention the singing at Solano Grove?
That singing by his black workers, as reported by Mrs Richmond and again
by GloriaJahoda, could hardly have been the only such singing that Fritz would
have heard. Never religious, he would not eagerly have entered a church for the
preaching, but I suspect that he gladly attended rural services (as I did myself
near Tallahassee at the invitation of Herbert Swisher) to hear the wonderful
singing of the black members that has strong echoes in Appalachia, Koanga and
other compositions. I say 'black members' because, until the Civil War and to a
considerable extent later in the century, churches were bi-racial in Florida, to
the delight of white members who enjoyed the singing provided by their black
fellow worshippers. I can easily visualise Fritz, one Sunday or another, walking
to a nearby church just to hear such choral splendour, which he would never be
able to forget. This, I may point out, reflects one of the many surprises for
readers of Housewright's book. That a copy deserves space among other
volumes providing insight into the life and work of Delius needs, I firmly
believe, no further comment.
William Randel

RECORD REVIEWS
A MASS OF LIFE. Kiri Te Kanawa, Pamela Bowden, Ronald Dowd, John
Shirley-Quirk,. BBC Chorus and Choral Society, BBC Symphony Orchestra,
Norman Del Mar. Maida Vale 3 May 1971. REQUIEM. Heather Harper,
Thomas Hemsley, Liverpool Philharmonic Choir, Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic Orchestra, Charles Groves. Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool 9
November 1965. Intaglio INCD 702-2. Total time 67.16 mins.

What a wonderful surprise! No sooner had the above Mass ofLife performance
been mentioned in the last issue of the Journal (and the possibilities of its
commercial release even discussed with a recording company representative)
than here it is issued on CD on a new foreign label. Furthermore, the compiler of
this set has had the imagination to couple it with another outstanding
performance, Groves's revelatory 1965 reading of the Requiem.
Some members will no doubt rememb~r the impact of this 1971 Maida Vale
Mass when Norman Del Mar stepped in for an indisposed Gennadi
Rozhdestvensky. It has twice been broadcast, and while there have been many
fine performances of the Mass in recent years, most notably under Groves at the
1988 Proms, this is one that it will be hard - if not nigh impossible - to better.
To allay any fears, let me state that the sound (stereo for the Mass, mono for the
Requiem) is excellent. I deal with that first because in this CD age too many
recordings seem to be judged on sound rather than performance qualities.
And what a performance! The sheer drive and exhilaration of the opening
chorus immediately alert the listener to its scale and quite exceptional
qualities. Here is a ,Mass that for once really dances, such an important
element so rarely realised. The Mass is, after all, Delius's true Lebenstanz.
Soloists, chorus and orchestra are in tremendous form, with Kiri Te Kanawa
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giving (then) early promise of her vocal talents. One could devote pages to the
many wonderful moments in this performance, with its warmth, tenderness,
energy, understanding and sheer beauty. What need? Much better to purchase it
and judge for yourself. It is the performance of one's dreams.
The last three sections of the Mass begin the second disc. The performance
with which it is coupled, of the Requiem, was not actually the work's second as
stated in the brief sleeve note. There had been one since the 1922 premiere - in
New York in 1950. However, it was this performance which brought the score
back from oblivion. The concert, supported by the Delius Trust, opened with the
Tristan Prelude and Liebestod, and closed with Schumann's Rhenish Symphony.
It was recorded by the BBC for later transmission, achieving in fact two
broadcasts. The Requiem was particularly well received by certain critics. For
Andrew Porter, in the Musical Times, it was revealed to be 'one of Delius's finest
works, the crown of his major compositions ... The performance was excellent,
with fine-grained choral tone from Dr Wallace's Liverpool Philharmonic
Choir; sensitive orchestral playing; grave, eloquent and finally radiant singing
from Thomas Hemsleyand Heather Harper. Charles Groves seemed at every
point to find the right balance, and the ideal combination of urgency with
enchantment.'
Felix Aprahamian, in the Sunday Times, wrote that 'Delius was a greater and
sterner figure than imagined by those who know only the impressionistic
composer of the nature poem', and suggested that a critical assessment of his
music was long overdue after the re-emergence of a major work that (Sir)
Charles and his forces had 'recreated ... memorably'. Anthony Payne, in Music
and Musicians, 'grateful for the resurrection of a neglected key work by one of the
most original English composers of the century', thought that 'Charles Groves'
interpretation, and the singing and playing of his large forces seemed almost
entirely sympathetic:
Sir Charles' time at Liverpool has arguably been his finest hour,
notwithstanding his years at Bournemouth where he saved its orchestra from
what seemed an almost certain disbandment. Under his baton the Liverpool
Orchestra became the first in this country to offer a complete cycle of Mahler
symphonies, and it was at Liverpool that he was largely responsible for the
rehabilitation of Delius after Beecham's death. These Liverpool forces had
hoped to record the Requiem, but that honour was snatched from them by
Sargent. And yet, though Sargent rehearsed the work with the Royal Choral
Society in preparation for a performance and a recording, because of his final
illness he was never to conduct the work, and both were undertaken by Meredith
Davies. Groves brought the Requiem to the 1968 Proms, ironically not with his
Liverpool forces but with the RCS, but it is that fine earlier performance that we
have here on disc. Sir Charles went on to produce other Delius choral works at
Liverpool, committing most ofthem to disc. But it is good to·have one of his most
compelling performances generally available for the first time.
This CD set, which retails at about £18, is presented in an attractive card
slip-case and comes from Italy. Whatever the provenance of these recordings,
one is profoundly grateful for their release. All Delians should buy this set
while it is available, and live with it.
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PARIS - THE SONG OF A GREAT CITY, CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN AND
CELLO, CELLO CONCERTO. Tasmin Little (violin), Raphael Wallfisch
(cello), Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Charles Mackerras.
Philharmonic HalL Liverpool July 1991. EMI CD-EMX 2185.

Hard on the heels of Del Mar's Unicorn-Kanchana CO (see Journal 107 p.24)
comes another excellent Paris. Mackerras paces it faster and misses nothing of
the excitement in the more vigorous passages where he appears to be very much
in his element. The opening, however, is much cooler and the performance does
not really take off until the entry of the full brass. By comparison Del Mar, from
the very first bars with basses and double bassoon, draws us into the night world
of Paris. He takes us, as it were, on a walk through the city, with its sounds, sights
and smells at first-hand, whereas Mackerras conducts a coach tour that is every
bit as exciting but ultimately a less involving experience.
The real gem of this disc is the performance of the Double Concerto.
Opinions differ over the relative merits of Delius's four concertos. If the Violin
Concerto is unsurpassed for its sustained lyricism and beauty and its ideal
shape - let us not get involved here with the matter of form - the two other
string works certainly have their fine moments, but are perhaps ultimately less
satisfying as a whole. However, the performers here present as strong as possible
a case for the Double Concerto. Tasmin Little and Raphael Wallfisch, in total
accord, sound as if they have been familiar with the work all their lives, so
naturally do they unfold it. Their forward placing may occasionally obscure
some orchestral detaiL but in this work the interplay between the two soloists is
as important - if not more so - than that between soloist and orchestra in a
more conventional concerto. With a performance as fine as this, many Delians
may hear this work in a new light and quite possibly revise their opinion
of it.
The performance here of the Cello Concerto raises a few more questions. The
controversial point is the much faster tempo adopted for the allegramente
passage, controversial not because it flies in the face of the composer's
wishes but because it goes against that with which we have grown familiar
through numerous performances and two commercial recordings. No finer authority than Or Fenby himself has on several occasions remarked that the work's first
interpreter, Alexandre Barjansky, took this very passage at a much faster
speed, one comparable to Wallfisch's in this recording. One is inclined to
suggest that this may have been Barjansky's tempo, but was it effective in his
hands because of a particular fire and sweep that he was able to bring to it?
With no recordings existing of Barjansky's playing, we cannot judge his
personal style and phrasing and the appropriateness of this new tempo. Yet it
should be pointed out that the slower tempo for the allegramente section has
not always been the case: in a private recording of a 1955 broadcast with John
Hopkins conducting the BBC Northern Orchestra, the soloist Florence Hooton
convincingly adopts a speed only fractionally slower than Wallfisch's. It is
only fairly recently that we have become accustomed to the more leisurely
pacing of such artists as Jacqueline du Pre, Julian Lloyd Webber, Moray Welsh
and Erling Blondal Bengtsson. Recordings have no doubt tended to popularise the
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view that the slower tempo is the authoritative one.
Two further points should perhaps be made here. First, lelka Delius wrote on
30 May 1923 to Beatrice Harrison, who had earlier been sent a piano score of the
Concerto to which metronome marks were added: '[Delius] had never intended
to put Metronome marks, but Barjansky, who played so awfully well, had a
tendency to play too fast .. : Then, in 1925 Balfour Gardiner sent Philip
Heseltine some notes on the editing, phrasing and tempi of Delius's music,
together with the tempi of the Cello Concerto sanctioned by the composer (see
Journal 85, pp.l 0-17). For the passage in question, just after figure 230, he gave
crotchet = 76, and the same for its return at two bars before 320. Not having a
metronome to hand, I am unable to compare this with the new recording. But
the ear, rather than a metronome, should surely be the final judge, and it has to
be said that here on a first encounter the passage does feel somewhat rushed and
a little four-square, especially on its re-appearance where its treatment is almost
skittish. Perhaps there may be a case for a middle speed. Time and performance
will tell. The work is played here, as in the two previous recordings, in Herbert
Withers' edition. It is a performance to put alongside Lloyd Webber's and du
Pre's rather than to replace either.
This, then, is not a release to be overlooked. EMI are particularly to be
commended for putting it out on their mid-price 'Eminence' label which should
place it within the reach of most members' pockets. To the sleeve essay is added
the following touching note: 'Raphael Wallfisch has dedicated this recording of
the Cello Concerto to the memory of his friend, the violinist Ralph Holmes, who
was a great advocate of Delius's music:
S.F.S.L.

A MASS OF LIFE IN LEEDS
Leeds Town Hall Saturday 2 November 1991

Anne Dawson (soprano), Patricia Bardon (mezzo-soprano), Ian Caley (tenor),
lonathan Summers (baritone), Leeds Philharmonic Chorus, Royal Choral
Society, Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Society, conducted by Sir Charles
Groves.
Like so many recent performances of the Mass, this one drew a near full house,
but unlike most large-scale Delius performances was given without Trust
sponsorship, the sponsor on this Qccasion being Barclays Bank.
The evening began with a pre-concert talk of exceptional interest by Peter
Franklin, the author of the illuminating and useful programme notes.
Unfortunately, there was not time to meet Mr Franklin but clearly he was
something of a Nietzsche expert, and also a lover of the Mass as his powerful
arguments, sensitively illustrated with snippets from a recording, showed. A
work like the Mass, possibly unfamiliar to some of the audience and so
different in its text and inspiration from the mainstream oratorios, really
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benefits from an introduction as given here. This was a very good entree.
It was with great reluctance, therefore, that I have to report that the audience,
their expectations aroused and appetites whetted by the pre-concert talk,
witnessed a performance whose ecstasy level rarely rose above medium, was in
parts played with surprising insecurity by the much-accoladed forces, and
generally failed to excite.
Right from the opening Invocation, where Ronald Stevenson's 'sonic
breakers' can make some of the most ecstatic choral sounds to be heard, the
voltage was lacking and as Part One progressed it became clear that the
performance was not really holding together. Sir Charles could not seem to get a
grip as entry after entry was fluffed. At best the sound was certainly good, but
surely excellence can be taken for granted from these forces. Ensemble was
often imprecise anq, there was too much inaccurate playing from the orchestra.
The choir fared better, but one could not be convinced that they were putting
their backs into it. Of course, the score is a difficult one, but other modern choirs
can make it work.
The two women soli were a different matter and their contributions were very
satisfactory. Each voice seemed to suit its role admirably. The baritone coped
well with his exceptionally demanding part but as is so often the case did not
have quite enough power to rise above the full orchestra. Then there was the
tenor. When you came to the tenor you came to the weakest link in the whole
performance. His contribution was most disappointing. It was not that his voice
was inadequate, but he seemed to be so poorly prepared that at times his efforts
verged on the embarrassing. He started off on the wrong foot by coming in a bar
early with 'In dein Auge schaute ich jiingst, 0 Leben', and had to hold his F for
five beats, egged on by Sir Charles's frantically quivering baton. His solo
contributions were all marred by an uncomfortable feeling that he was groping
his way through the score for the first, or nearly the first time.
Unlike Sir Charles's masterly and thrilling Proms performance in 1988, this
time an interval was inserted, as in most modern readings, before 'Auf den
Bergen' and in Part Two the performers rose with Delius's rising inspiration to
much better things, with some impressive moments, but when the end came the
Mass had not cast its usual spell on me and I could not help feeling
disappointed.
Jonathan Maddox

NEWS ROUND-UP
• A rare performance of Appalachia was given, with the support of the Delius
Trust by the Worthing Symphony under its conductor Jan Cervenka on Sunday
1 March in the Assembly Hall, Worthing.
• Norman Del Mar's collection of the shorter works of Delius, with the
Bournemouth Sinfonietta, originally on RCA and then Chandos, has acquired
a new lease oflife on Conifer's new 'Aspects' label ofCDs and cassettes, the CD
(asp 5098) retailing at £4.99 at Woolworth's stores.
• Beecham's 1955 Delius recordings for Philips that have too long been absent
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from the catalogue are beginning to re-emerge on the Sony Classical
'Masterworks Portrait' mid-price label. Sea Drift with Bruce Boyce, the
incidental music to Hassan, and rarer still An Arabseque with Einar N0rby are on
CD47680. This series retails at about £7.99 and includes other such interesting
items as Beecham's Berlioz (Harold in Italy and two overtures), Bruno WaIter's
Mahler 5, and Oscar Levant playing Gershwin. Meanwhile Beecham's EMI
Delius enjoys further circulation in 'The Beecham Edition' series. CDM 7 64054
2 contains Dance Rhapsody No 1, the Violin Concerto with Jean Pougnet, The
Song ofthe H~gh Hills, and the tone-poem Paa Vidderne, recordings that date from
1946 and 1952.
• Another long absentee returning to the catalogue is Jean-Rodolphe Kars's
1970 recording of the Delius Piano Concerto, with Alexander Gibson
conducting the London Symphony Orchestra. Originally on Decca SXL6435, it
is now paired with Elgar on 433 633-2DSP, with cassette equivalent.
• Sir Charles Mackerras conducts the Chorus and Orchestra ofWelsh National
Opera in Sea Drift, with Thomas Hampson as soloist, and the Florida Suite on
Argo CD 430 206-2.
• Julian Lloyd Webber, to whom we offer congratulations on the birth of a son,
has recently re-recorded the Serenade from Hassan for Philips on a collection of
shorter cello pieces.
• To celebrate the BOth anniversary of Delius's birth, RolfStang (whose article
on Paa Vidderne appears elsewhere in this issue) gave a talk to the Philadelphia
Branch of the Delius Society on Max Chop, Delius's first biographer. Rolf
Stang, with Ilse-Marie Weihe, has been translating Chop's 1907 monograph on
Delius which is to be released in a bilingual edition. The Philadelphia Branch's
15th anniversary concert on 25 April 1992 is to be held at the Girard College
Chapel, Philadelphia, and will include works for organ and for violin and piano
by Howells and Delius: four organ transcriptions of Delius orchestral works
(which can also be heard on The Paradise Garden cassettte DTR870l) and Philip
Heseltine's reduction of the Violin Concerto. Also Bruce ShuItz will perform his
own organ improvisation on Delius themes. At an earlier Branch meeting of
note, on 6 October 1991 Delius's String Quartet was played by the Wister
Quartet, the musicians all being members of the Philadelphia Orchestra.
• The new filmed version of A Village Romeo and Juliet was shown as part of
BBC 2's 'Opera Season' on Sunday 19 January. No details have yet been given of
its commercial release.
• It is with much sadness that we report the death last July of Douglas Scorgie
after a five months' spell in hospital. Douglas never recovered from a serious
cardiac arrest suffered during a hip replacement operation. From his home in
South Mrica he maintained a keen interest in the Society's affairs. We were
delighted that he was able to be with us at the 1982 Keele Festival since when he
was a regular correspondent. He will be greatly missed.
• We offer our congratulations to Lionel Carley on his appointment as an
adviser to the Delius Trust. He remains, of course, the Trust's archivist, and we
hope that his recent early retirement will now give him the time to tackle the
much-needed full-scale Delius biography in succession to his monumental twovolume Delius: A Life in Letters.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Tuesday 28 April

BMIC, 10 Stratford Place, London

Delius Society meeting: 'Over the hills and far away Frederick Delius' by Donald Rooksby.

an evaluation of

Wednesday 29 April, Friday I May & Sunday 3 May Juilliard Theatre, New York
Delius's Fennirnore and Gerda presented by the Juilliard Opera, producer Frank
Corsaro. All tickets $10 available from 25 March from Box Office, Juilliard
Theatre, 60 Lincoln Centre Plaza, New York, NY 10023. First two performances
at 8 p.m., the last at 2 p.m.
Saturday 9 May at 8 p.m.

The Dome, Brighton

Brighton Festival 'Europe Day' performance of Delius's A Mass of Life, with
Teresa Cahill, Carolyn Watkinson, Justin Lavender and David WilsonJohnson, Brighton Festival Chorus and the Brabants Orchestra, conducted by
Richard Armstrong. This follows three performances with the same forces in
Holland: Thursday 23 April 8 p.m. The Casino, s'Hertogenbosch; 24 April 8 p.m.
Concert in de Vereeniging, Neijingen; 25 April 8.15 p.m. The Concert Hall,
Eindhoven. Brighton tickets from £7 to £18. Box Office: 0273 674357 (credit
cards 0273 676747).
Wednesday 20 May

Concertgebouw Small Hall, Amsterdam

Julian Lloyd Webber (cello) and John Lenehan (piano) repeat the programme
they gave last November in New York, with Delius's Cello Sonata and works by
Britten, Bridge, Faun~ and Rachmaninov.
Friday 22 May

Royal Northern College of Music, Manchester

Tasmin Little plays Delius's Violin Concerto with the BBC Philharmonic
Orchestra, conducted by Raymond Leppard.
Saturday 23 May at 2.30 p.m.

St Mary's Church, Higham Ferrers, Northants

The Delme String Quartet and Deidre and Nigel Hayward present a
programme which includes Debussy and Dvorak Quartets, piano music by
Stravinsky, and songs by Brahms, Castelnuovo-Tedesco, Delius, Faure, Howells
and Quilter. Proceeds go to the Parish Church Restoration Fund and the
Musicians Benevolent Fund. Tickets £8, £6 and £4. A Grand Reception will
follow the concert at Bede House at about 4.30 p.m. for which a limited number
of tickets are available at £5 (inclusive of food and wine). Enquiries and
bookings to Mrs M AlIen, 9 Linnetts Lane, Higham Ferrers, Northamptonshire
NN9 8DE. Tel.: 0933 55742.
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Wednesday 27 May

Knight's Hall, Prague

As part of the Prague Spring Festival, Julian Lloyd Webber, accompanied by
John Lenehan, presents a recital to include the Delius Cello Sonata.

Saturday 6 June-Sunday 7 June

Clifton Hotel, Scarborough

Delius Society Annual General Meeting and Dinner.

Saturday 11 July at 7.30 p.m.

Liverpool Anglican Cathedral

Vernon Handley conducts the RLPO in Delius's The Walk to the Paradise Garden,
HoIst's Hymn of Jesus, and works by Bax and Elgar. This replaces the
performance of A Mass of Life which has been postponed.

26 July-4 August

Jugendgastehaus, Oberwesel am Rhein, Germany

During the Anglo-German Youth Music Week, six of the eighteen works in the
programme are by Delius: A Song of Summer, The Walk to the Paradise Garden,
Summer Night on the River, Song before Sunrise, Air and Dance, and Two Aquarelles.
The course director is Jeffery Babb from whom further details may be obtained
at 30 Park Drive, Grimsby, South Humberside DN32 OEG (tel.: 0472
78002).

Wednesday 9 September

Mediaeval Hall, Salisbury

Julian Lloyd Webber, accompanied by John Lenehan, as part of the Salisbury
Festival marks the centenary of Beatrice Harrison with a recital which includes
the Delius Cello Sonata and the slow movement of Elgar's Cello Concerto.

Wednesday 9 December

Wigmore Hall, London

A Beatrice Harrison centenary recital, given by Julian Lloyd Webber and John
Lenehan, including the Sonatas of Delius and John Ireland.

SOCIETY MEETINGS
The dates for next season's Society meetings (1992-3) had not been finalised at
the time of going to press. Members will be given details in the next issue of the
Journal.
Further details of Delius Society events can be obtained from Programme
Secretary Brian Radford, 21 Cobthorne Drive, Allestree, Derby DE3 2SY.
Telephone: 0332 552019 (home) or 033242442 ext. 3563 (work).

